A quantum statistical theory of resonant optical phenomena is developed for the case when the fluctuations of the laser, used for exciting transitions, are important. The general equations describing the dynamics of a relaxing two-level atom (TLA) are solved exactly for different types of mean values and the two-time amplitude and intensity correlations. The phase-diffusion model is adopted for laser fluctuations. The exact results are used to analyze the effect of laser fluctuations on a number of optical effects -opticalfreeinduction decay, adiabatic following, the spectrum of the scattered light from a relaxing TLA, the energyabsorption spectrum from a weak field, Hanle resonances, etc. In each case, the laser fluctuations are found to affect in an important way the characteristics of the above optical-resonance phenomena. For example, the spectrum of scattered radiation from a TLA has the usual three-peak structure for fields at resonance and with strengths a above the threshold and for a& y"however, now the peak heights (widths) are in the ratio 3 x i2/3 a), x = [y, + (T, '+ T, ' 
I. INTRODUCTION Atomic systems in the presence of resonant optical fields are known to exhibit a variety of phenomena' depending on the interactions of the atomic system with its surroundings, i.e. , the type of relaxation mechanism, the relations of different relaxation parameters among themselves as well as the relaxation of the applied field . strength to the 
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The most general equations describing the Markovian dynamics of a two-level atom (having energy separation (() 
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1/T, -1/T, + 2y" 1/T, -l/T, +y, . (3.27) Note that in the steady state the population distribution in the upper level is given by (3.28) and that the dipole moment in the steady state is zero. It is seen that a, =n if y, =0. Moreover it is clear that to achieve a given amount of sat- (3.29 ) is given by (3.11) with i = 2.
-y, -ia 2zn(t) (C». --ia (t) (3.30) On integrating the equation for C, we get in the usual
We'now substitute the first two terms of (3.31) where' and g are given by (3.38) On substituting (3.32) in (3.31) , we obtain the adiabatic solutions for the dipole moment in the instan- The real and imaginary parts of the ensemble average of the dipole moment are obtained from (3.36) and (3.37) . Note that since (f,) is not real, the n = 1 term of (3.36 ) also contributes to the real part of the dipole moment. In the limit y, -0, the adiabatic equations (3.32) , (3.38) 
Note that if at t = -~, the atom is in the ground state, then y, (-) = y, (-) = 0, f, (-) = --, '&e'~'&f, (-~) 
Using similar methods, we find for the antinormally ordered correlation function the expression 
and for the intensity correlation function the form The amplitude correlation is similarly obtained by using (3.12)-(3.16) In the special cases of the radiative and collisional relaxations, (3.47) x[2n2y(z+y, + tc)(z+4y, +Ic+i4)], E= -P -2. (3.49) The power spectrum of the radiation scattered from such a bvo-level atom is obtained from S(~)=Re I' f"'(~,i~) . (3.50 (3.3) and (3.6) H= boa a+)g(t}a a +&us'-g($+a +$ at). (5.2) Thus the density operator in a frame rotating with the frequency mo satisfies the equation The solutions of (5.4) x (Q'+-, 'y') '(4+-, 'yI' -2Q'). The reduced density operators for the atomic system and the radiation field will be
We have so far treated the external laser field as either a classical field or a coherent field with a fluctuating amplitude and phase. In this section we present a treatment which makes the secondquantized nature of the field explicit. We assume that the initial state of the field is a Fock state.
The phase fluctuations appear in a dynamic form in equations. For simplicity of the analysis, we ignore the terms arising from the relaxation of the atomic system. It is well known that the phasediffusion model of the laser is described by the interaction Hamiltonian: In order to keep the analysis simple, we do only the case when the relaxation mechanisms are of the Torrey type. On integrating (2.5) once, we get &S'(t+7)) =e '"&&'(t))+ dt'e ' '"'~-&S'),+(igS(t+t')[(S'(t+t ))e "'& c.c. j) (, -8q c &S'(t+r)) =e' 'e '~"' S&'(t)) + dt'exp -~--iA I(r -t') 2ig&$'(t+t~))h(t+t )e'""+" ) Using (Al) and (A2) in (2.5) we obtain d d7
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-(S (t'+!)) = --at)( S(t et))+ 2(gg(t+!')(S'(t))e""'"e '/ +2(gg(t+t)e"«"& The equations for the correlation functions can be obtained from (A3) and quantum regression theorem: dr -(2'(t+ e)S (t)) = ---i/t)(S (t+ e)S '(t)) + Sigg(t+ e)e" ""' 
Qn substituting (A8) in (A5) we find that we have iterated in a manner so that h appears as second power in (A5) and (A6). Equations (A5) 
Note that (A4) shows that to second order in h, (S') satisfies 
In the special case of radiative relaxation (S')"
If one further specializes to the case of resonance, then (A19) leads to the well-known form of the spectrum r'""'(" z)=(z'(r /r)(r' r') '(z+y-) '
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Equation ( 
The result (87) when applied to (88) implies that t (P) L,(P)+f (L(()=L(~))(P(,t)), We have mentioned in Sec. III that our results on res&h"". (t)h"-"-. (t')) = 2A""""-5(t -t') .
On applying (810) to (811) (86) . An analysis of these fluctuations and their experimental in~plica-tions will be presented elsewhere.
